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Wiesner

- By Michael Taviss
On June 30, 1980 President
Jerome B. Wiesner will retire
from his position as president of
the Institute. The MIT Corporation has formed a Committee on
the Presidency to begin the
process of selecting a successor.
Announcement of the retirement, and the organization of the
Committee was made by Howard
W. Johnson, Chairman of the
Corporation, on Friday
December 1.
Wiesner, who will be 65 years
old at the time of his retirement,
received his B.S. (1937), M.S.
(1938), and Ph.D (1950) degrees
in electrical engineering from the
University of Michigan. He
served in various positions at the
University of Michigan, the
Library of Congress, the University of California, and MIT until
... 1961, when he became science advisor to President Kennedy.
Wiesner returned to MIT in
1964 as Dean of the School of
Science and was appointed
Provost in 1966 when present
Corporation -chairman Johnson
became President of the Institute.
When Johnson became chairman
in 1971, Wiesner was appointed
MIT's thirteenth President.
Following his retirement as
President, Wiesner expects to remain active in the life of the Institute. This is a custom that has

Summer Iob hunters are urged
to bigin early by Nelson
Armstrong, Director of the
Student Employement Office.

------ p2
A new dormitory is scheduled
to sprout from Tang Hall
parking lot in the fall of 1981.
It is -not entirely clear where
west campus residents will
park once it appears.

The class of '8 I class ring continues, to generate considerable
controversy as people holding
several views sent them in to
The Tech

I MIT's Hockey team opened
II- their 1978-79 season with-a
I defeat of Tufts, but the team

t slipped in their second game as
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I-WEATHER
Partial clearing this morning
with west winds and cool

temperatures under mostly
sunny skies, highs 40-45. Lows
tonight in the low 30's. Partly
cloudy Wednesday with pleasant temperatures in the middle 40's. Becoming mostly
cloudy Wednesday night with
a chance of a few snow flur-ries. Lows in the upper 20's'to
near 30.
Looking ahead:. Thursday
30's and clear. Probability of
rain 30% today, 20% tomor-

row. Chance of snow 60%
Wednesday night with little or
no -accumulation.
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There are political groups of
every shade and style
imaginable on this country,
but an -unusual ona attracted
my attention last week. This
one isn't Marxist or Maoist,
socialist or capitalist, left or
right or -up or down. It is the
Animal Liberation Front and
it has struck -at university
laboratories and biological institutes in various parts of the
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Their aim is stated in their
name: the release from captivity of animals, mainly the
type used for biological experiments, which the A.L.F. considers inhumane and an offense to the rights of living beings. At least. its a refreshing
brand of radicalism, it seems,
especially today when the
more radical a political group
strives-to be the more cornmonplace and unimaginative it
becomes.
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Killian was President from
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of the department with reluctance
in 1974, pointing out the fact that
he was not a candidate for the
position. He said that the situation was "difficult" at the time,
with department morale very low
and divisions still present from
the 1960's. le added he was also
worried about his own effectiveness in the position and the effect it would have on his own
work.
While the job was "not pure
oy" Mazhish said',-f liked it to
aulpi-se it was a chance to help

build the department." He explained that he liked being helpful
to his coleagues and having a role
outside of his own work.
Mazlish disliked having to
mediate between administrative
and faculty needs. He also disliked not having enough time to
listen to the problems that the just
under 140 people in the department think are important. He also
pointed out that the position was
very tiring.
After stepping down, Mazlish
plans to go on sabbatical in order
to work on a large book tentatively entitled Toward a Science of
:. w
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1949-1959 and is no~w Honorary
Chairman and a Life, Member of
the Corporation. Stratton was
President
from
1959-1966 and
now serves as President Emeritus
and as a Life Member Emeritus of
the Corporation. Johnson was
President from 1966 to the start of
Wiesner's term in 1971, and -is
now Chairman of the Corporation. Both Of the first two expresident's will serve as consuiting members to the Committee on the Presidency.
Johnson said that "it is the
Corporation's intent to follow a
careful and deliberate course in
selecting a new President and to
seek the suggestions of all segments of the MIT community -faculty, staff, undergraduate and
graduate students, and alumni.
The MIT Faculty, under the
chairmanship of Professor Robert
I. Huisizer, has been asked to
form a committee of its members
which will serve in an advisory
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~capacity
to the Corporation Committee."
The Committee on th~e
Presidency will be chaired by Cadl
M. Mueller '4 1, a Life Member of
(Photo by Jon Barschow) the Corporation.
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By Gordon Hunter
After five years as the Head of
the Department of Humanities,
Professor of History Bruce
Mazlish has announced that he
wilf step down.
The announcement comes as
discussions about reorganizing
the department are starting.
Mazlish says that he will leave in
July or January 1980, and "will
wait for what fits -in."
Mazlish noted that there are no
immediate plans to find his
replacement, nor are there any
concrete plans for restructuring
the department if it will be
restructured. "'Everything is fluid
at this point," he explained.
Mazlish said that he will set up
time-tables and oversee the discussions on the future of the
department in his remaining time
as head of the department. Hestate his own preference in the
reorganization is the develope-:
ment toward autonomy for the
"bits and pieces" that make up,
the department. He pointed to the
fact that each of these sections is a
separate department at most
other universities.
Saying he would serve for three
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been practiced by other former
Presidents, notably Dr{. Jam'-es
Killian, Dr. Julius A. Stratton,
and Johnson.
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they lost to Gordon,
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announces retiremnent
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the developement of :'psyHe said that the book would ohohistory" or the philosophyexplore the reasons why anyone of history. Calling himself a
would want a science that would "maverick historian", Mazlish
connect all the social sciences. He had been dissatisfied with rational
explained that this book would be explanations of history and
very ambitious and that he felt started to explore the psythat all of his work has pointed chological and unconscious
toward it.
aspects of the people involved in
Mazlish was an early figure in making and reporting history.

Press talkson Cnhina
By Eric Sklar
"There is a great deal we can
learn from China, and of course
there is a great deal they can learn
from us." concluded Presidential
Science Advisor Frank Press during his talk on "Science and
Technology Cooperation with the
Peoples Republic &f China" Friday night in Room 26-100. The
talk was based on Press's recent
trip to China and was sponsered
by the MIT chapter of Sigma Xi,
a scientific honor society.
Press, who is on leave from his
post as Robert R. Shrock Professor of Geophysics in the Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences, stressed that although
this trip included the heads of the
National Science Foundation, the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, the National
Institutes of Health and the US
Geological Survey, the Department of Defense was not
represented. Military aid was not
under discussion said Press, adding that "the President is not going to export military items" to
China.

of whatever violations of rights
may occur, it is perhaps necessary
to first extend aid in order to gain
sufficient access to study the
treatment of citizens by the
government.
Among the reasons supporting
the proposed aid to China cited
by Press were the apparent
tendency of its government
toward technocracy and the need
for the natural resources which
might be found in China on the
international market. He also
mentioned President Carter's
belief that "a strong and stable
China is important to this
country, important to the whole
world."
Press attributed China's request for assistance to their
recently renewed interest in the
sciences.This follows the cultural
revolution of the 1960's which
halted the progress of science by
closing the universities, denouncing scientists, and introducing a
system of apprenticeship for the
low level of scientific research

training which did occur. He
remarked repeatedly that the current Chinese administration of
lie briefly discussed such objec- Vice-Chairman Teng Hsiao-Ping
tions to the proposed aid as the is supportive of science, principalexport of jobs, the adverse affect ly because of China's need for
on our relationship with the modern science in such areas as
Soviet Union, and possible agriculture and energy producChinese human rights violations. tion. Under Teng's rule, the unWhen questioned on this last iversities have been reopened. AdProf. BrNu~ce. Mjaglis~h. (,P~h~o~to..by. O0 ,rY, ~;. E,
qgejs, qn) point, he said that without access missions are now based on
(Please turn to page 2)
.1- . Prof . Brupp . Mpzlgish. (Photjp bwy. Dny. 5 . r~Enelqn) to the in.ner workings of a.
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hunt rarely gat the- May to
September offerings.
The government announcement concerning summer employment is labelled No. 414. This announcement lists job possibilities,
qualifications and tells where and
how to apply for them. It also lists
the deadlinees for filing applications, The announcement is
available at Civil Service Commision Offices.
The clerical jobs listed usually_
require a written test given during
January and February. The
technical and sub-professional
ones do not require such a test.

By Elias Towe
The Director of the Student
Employment Office, Nelson
Armstrong has urged MIT students to start hunting for summer
jobs early.
Many college students hoping
to get a summer job with the
Federal Governemnt in 1979
started looking in midNovember. Federal agencies hire
well over 80,000 students every
summer. Normally, however, the
job market for the typical student
is limited to about 10,000 positions. Students who wait until
spring vacation to start the job
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Several hundred
Hasids storm N.Y.C. Police Station Hasidic --Jews besieged Brooklyn police station for 30 minutes
Saturday to protest the murder of a 65-year-old plumber, who
was killed while returning from synagogue services. Police have
in custody three suspects inthe apparent robbery-murder; a 20year-old male and -his 17-year-old brother were charged with
homicide.
Rev. Jim Jones worth as muph as $15 million - according
to the recently released book The Suicide.Cult, members of the
People's Temple church turned over as much as 40% of their
earnings to the church, while commune residents turned over
their entire salary in exchange for a $2 weekly allowance.
, .
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Looking for responsibility in.
Corporate Banking
International Banking
Commercial Banking
Marketing
Multinational Lending
Come to the Chase Manhattan Bank Presentation
Talk with college grads who have it.
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Career Planning and Placement Office
Room 12-170
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-How would Freud
late'O'ZKeefe?

lmo

THE 3ITTEEBUG
A FLIEABLL FOLDING TOY FPORM ALL

_

F,

'

INT.OPUCIC6

Cold. Yet warming.
Hearty. full-bodied flavor. Yet smooth and easy going down.
And. O'Keefe develops a big head on contact.
Conflict. Conflict. Trauma. Trauma. Freud s diagnosis?
We think he would have said. It's too good to gulp: And you will. too.
In the final analysis.
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(Continuedfromt page 1)
academic ability rather than
political beliefs, thus greatly
improving morale of the scientific
community.
The government of China is
presently attempting to modernise its position in the areas which
is views as critical to it survival:
agriculuture, industry, national
defense, and science and
technology. The planned advances in science and technology
underlie and unite the other three
areas of development.
Although the Chinese profess a
goal of reaching equity with the
world level of scientific development by the year 2000, Press expressed doubt that such a rapid
recovery from the last decade
could be made. China has essentially lost a generation of scientists and technicians who are certainly necessary in any country
which is attempting such
phenomenal growth.
Although the Chinese would
prefer to be self-sufficient, they
realize that their present situation
requires that they seek aid from
(Please turn to page 3)

WALKER

'Meaissere'd 5.,7pm at the 'MIT:'Kosher Kitchen '
in the basement of Walker Memorial (50-005)
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Mon. Dea. 11 - Thur. Dec. 14

Patriots choke -The New England Patriots declined a chance
to clinch the AFC East by engineering a second-half come-fromahead loss in Dallas. The cowboys won, 17-10.
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MJT's Kosher Kitchen Announces

Richard Nixon speaks at Oxford - Last Thursday the former
President delivered a speech to 800 students, after 1000
protestors attacked his motorcade as he arrived; discussing the
past 20 years he expressed his views -on America and foreign
policy. On the whole, European reaction to his one-week trip
seemed to be positive, remembering him for foreign policy successes rather than his Watergate misdeeds.
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When asked what the chances
were for an MIT student in securing a job within a federal agency,
Armstrong stated that "MIT students have a slightly better chance
than the average student because
of their technical backgrounds."
He went on to say, however, that
he would still encourage those
aspiring to work for a federal
agency to apply early enough
because in the final analysis
preference often "goes to those
who apply early.".
Armstrong emphasized the
need for students to go out during
Christmas vacation to look for
summer jobs. "I think people who
wait until March are too late.It is
prime time now." Asked witat advice he would give the MIT student on the job hunting issue,
Armstrong said: "Start now,
don't wait."
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By Jay Glass
In a move to relieve the
widespread overcrowding in the
dormitory system, the MIT Corporation has given its approval to
the development of a new dormitory. The dormitory will be
located in the present Tang Hall
parking lot.
Current projections for the new
dorm include an expected population of about three hundred undergraduates. The target date for
completion of the new facility is
September of 1981.
While the architect has not yet
been selected for the design of the
new building, administration officials have already decided that it
will be a low-rise structure with
an external design similar to NEw
House's, said Operations VicePresident Philip A. Stoddard.
Concerning the Corporation's
decision to give the go-ahead on
the new dorm, Stoddard added,
.'I'm delighted with the turn of
events."
Funding for the project will be
provided from the' current
Leadership endowment raising
campagin, though specific source
of the funds has not yet. been
determined. The Corporation has
-budgeted ten million dollars for
student housing of which $8to 81/2
million will be earmarked for the,
new dorm.
Destroying the Tang parking
lot will greatly reduce the number
of available parking spaces in
West Campus, thus increasing the
current parking problems. Associate Dean of Student Affairs in
charge of Housing, Robert
Sherwood, said that alternate
parking would have to be
provided,-along with about 75
new spaces to accomodate 'the
residents of the the new dornitory. Where these new spaces
will be located has-not yet been
determined.
While-an agreement has been
reached on most of the external
design questions, "everything internal is up for grabs at the
point," according to Sherwood. A
"client's team" of students, staff
and administrative personnel will
deal with the internal architecture, making suggestions and
working with the · architect, thus

insuring some student input into
the inside details.
The plight of transfers and
readmitted students, who currently are virtually denied on-campus
housing, may be considerably
eased by the opening of the new
dorm.
Details such as room layout,
style of interior structure, and the
question of living style are still
very open and student suggestions
are welcome. The Undergraduate
Association is sponsoring a student forum concerning the new
dorm tomorrow afternoon at 4
pm in Room 54-100.
I
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Press diLscusses China visit

(Continued from page 2)
market and the Chinese are curoutside. The Chinese, Press said, rently attempting to find the best
are quite willing, and anxious, to possible termis.
pay for whatever assistance they
Among the specific requests
receive, but their ability to do so made by the Chinese are the con-'
is questionable.
struction and launching of a comEven though it is one of the few munications satellite for them by
countries without an inter- the United States, nuclear power
national deficit, China has no cur- plant development, and a student
rent source of international in- exchnage program. Although
come. Therefore the Chinese will there are objections to the first
have to borrow heavily in order to two items because of their possipay for as extensive a program of ble military applications" the extechnical development as they in- change program is already being
tend to implement. Because of its implemented, with approximately
great resources, credit should be five hundred students expected to
available on the international be sent to the United States by
~ ---

next year.
When Press asked Teng
whether the Chinese government
was concerned about the possibility of losing several students
to western culture, Teng replied,
"I f we lose a few, so what?" which
Press views as an indication of the
seriousness of their determination
to fulfill the goals of their scientific programs.

Press viewed his trip as "epicmaking" and very important
from the standpoint of the es-

tablishment of "communication
links"· between the United States
and China.

I
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*The- MIT Intercollegiate Bridge
Tournament will be held this Thursday night in room 407 of the Student
Center.Anyone can play (and win
American Contract Bridge League
master points). Anyone who needs a
partner shouid plan to arrive early.
The card fee will be $1.25 per person.
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By Benson Margulies

Sometime last week Ifound a surprise in my mailbox. It was a
handwritten invititation to, "Supper/ and to help Trim the Christmas
Tree/ atthe President's House." My first reaction was bewilderment.
Was this some new program designed toincrease contact between students and Administration, or between students and each other? A
quick perusal of recent publications on campus found no announcement of such a thing. Asking around Ifound one other invitee, but we
had nothing incommon that gave any clue to the criteria forinvitation.
Sunday night I called the MITextension listed on the invitation. A
man answered, who quickly translated 'meto a woman. Iasked herwho
she was. She wouldn't tell me. Itold her that Iwished to RSVP. She
asked me what l wished to RSVP to, as if she was the central
............
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clearinghouse
Xnghouse
..... . . - .. ----............. clea
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numerous
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she
,:_coming,"
..........
said. "No I'm not, I replied, I'm Jewish and trimming Christmas trees
turns me off."
"She, and the man (who was apparently still on the phone), laughed.
"We'll just'have to find something else," she said. Again Iasked her
who she was, and again she refused to tell me. That ended the conversation.
So I sat back and began to think about the implications ofthis invitation. I didn't like them.
There are several things that disturb me about this business. First, I
continue to wonder about just who is invited, and why. But this is
probably just my paranoia showing.
My real objections stem from the nature of the event: a Christmas

Ring story "sensionalistic"
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poster in Lobby 7 would be apwa postponed, as the committee
article
propriate. In itself, this was a
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felt
that
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assured
how
waisunsure of
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good idea, butthe way shwwent
ab( tout the designs under conthat appeared in the December1
issue of The Techwould clear up sidleration: a beaver gnawing on a about it with theintent of creating
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tre :eorone holding a twig. Each
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To,the Editor:
I would like to express my
criticism on the manner in which
the debate over the 1981 class ring
isbeing handled. Itappears to me
that the ring committee, and a
particular subset of the committee
has ignored or is trying to ignore
around 20% of the' sophomore
class: the residents of East
Campus and Senior House.
The intent of the "open"
tree trimming, I have always had a rather jaundiced view of Christmas meeting on the ring, as solicited
trees. To begin with, they are an ecological horror. Take a tree and -kill by Jenny Ford, disturbs megreatit, thereby stopping it from producing oxygen, holding down topsoil, ly., On the Tuesday of the
and all the other good things trees do. Then throw it out afterwards, re- meeting, I was in Lobby 7 and
quiring some other tree to be killed to provide wood, paper, and the there was no advertisement, at
other things that we have to kill trees for. In the process of doing this least not in a conspicuous place,
use up land that could grow other trees, or food.
abvout the meeting. After talking
Beyond that, however, I have a more deeply seated problem with with people who did tread the
Christmas trees. As I told the mysterious woman on the phone, I'm sign, Idiscovered that it was quite
Jewish and Christmas trees have a disturbing habit of reminding me of suggestive as to which side should
Chrfistmas.
be supported. I find this, along
No matter how many times someone assures me that Christmas trees
and the like are an 'American' observance, bereft of any religious
significance, I keep remembering that although they were originally
borrowed from pre-Christian tree worship they soon became symbols To the Editor:
of the tree fronm which the cross was fabricated. if anything, statements
-Iam writing this letter, partialabout the nonsectarian nature of Christmas decorations only reinforce ly as a commentary on past artimny leelings of isolation as a non-Christian living in a society that is cles in The Tech, and partially as a
overtly Christian.
commentary on one of the major
It's bad enough that there is a Christmas tree on the White Hlouse problems presently being enlawn (Though at least that one is alive), but for a self-declared nonsec- countered in intramural sports
tarian institution to sponsor a Christmas tree trimming party is un- here at MIT. This problem deals
questionably unacceptable. Trimming a tree is active participation in with intramural officiating and is
the celebration of the birth of Jesus, an event that I would just as soon twofold in nature.
not celebrate. More of my ancestors than I would care to think about
First, the offliciating as a- whole,
died, often horribly, in his name. While l wouldn't hold that against
is, at best, fair, and
intramurals
in
in the

with the fact that Ms.- Ford did,
not inform the other members of
the committee (especially those in
opposition to her) to mean that
she wanted only hersupporters to
attend the "open" meeting. Ipersonally took a random poll of the
sophomores at Senior House' of
the 12 replies only one favored the
sticks. This is contrary to Ms.
Ford's claim that she is
representing the wishes of the student from the eastside of campus.
Why-must this polling of the
class take place in Lobby 7?Why
can't surveys be mailed to each
sophomore to actually contact
every member of the class? Lobby
7 isa bad place to gather opinions
if one desires to got an-accurate
representation of the feelings

of

the residents on the-east side of

campus. Many residents go
through Lobby 7, only'twice a
week on the average, usually on
their way to the Coop. This discourages people from East
Campus and Senior House from
voting. Maybe this iswhat Ms.
Ford wants. Her sole argument is
tradition, and many of the students from the eastside would not
buy that as a sufficient reason to
prefer one choice over another.
I am willing to accept the
choice of the student body, if itis
in fact that of the students and
not the choice of a few people
who want their regardless of the
majority opinen.

I call for a mail survey, so ev.ery
member of the class can be contacted. The results should then
satisfy all parties involved.
Jonathen Danner '81

IM Referees treated Iharshly-

anyone today, it makes it rather difficult for me to participate
celebration.. For-the Institute to sponsor this thing is tasteless as best,
and possibly offensive. Thie only question is whether it is part of a
larger insensivity, or merely an oversight.
The problemn is that it isn't just this one party. If it were, I would dismiss it as an oversight.. But it is only the latest in a series of major and
minor affrontsJ Twice in the last five years Registration day has conflitted witch Jewish High Holidays. Dan Sheritz, the Rabbi at IMIT Hillc, has complained for several years about the presence of' officially
sponsored Christilmias trees around the Institute without getting any
reasonable response from the administration. And when the Campus
Crusade for Chi'ist wanted to push bibles around the Institute earlier
this termlDean Holden invited all the religious counselors e:x'cept the
Jewish one to comment on the advisability of allowing it. Even
someone who w~asn't something of a paranoid might begin to get worried.
All ol this bespeaksan incredible insensivity to the concerns ot asegmenit oftheMIT:coimmllunity. If you think you have heard a phrase like

that before, you're right. Jerome Weisner used it when talking about
theGrogo incident.,

certainly

in

not professional

quality. This however, is to be expected and is totally excusable.
Most of these people, had never
officiated before they entered
MIT. They tend to have any of
three reasons for becoming of~ficials: 1) the money involved;, 2)
an interest in a sport or a desire to
become involved in that sport; 3)
the feeling that they can help the
intramural program be becoming
an official. People who are in it

;
--

- -

many of the normal complaints of
the participants.
This brings me to the bigger
part of the problem, the players irne
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Dave) said that in IM's 'Anger
gets taken out on the official' and
that this -problem has 'definitely
gotten worse.' " I can recall
several instances of absolutely
despicable conduct in contests
this year. O.ne A-league basketball team had four technical fouls
called against them within the
(Please turn to page 5)

aying to trot ou?01

To the Editor,
My office mates and I have
read with great interest the recent
exchange of letters regarding admission fees for parties. We
realise that the charging of different admission prices for men
and women can lead to a feeling
among the women that the men

to a dearth of women and the

magnetic personalities of the male
party-goers are frequently left
susceptible to boredom and
depression. In the second solution

Paul Hubbard

PHOTOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT
Photo Editors: Chuck Irwin '80, JohnGrunsfeld '80; Staff: John
'80, Dale Senechai'81. StevenSolnick '81, ReggieChen '82,
Borland
MarvinHorm '82,Ken Schreibman '82, Heinz Sohn '82, Richard Soley
Tenenbaum75.
'82 Photographic Consultant: David
Tello
'82, Rich

Advertisfng,

P

are merely investing in cattle
futures. In an attempt to eradicate
for the money tend not to be as this problem we have examined
good as officials as they have little several potential solutions. Three
concern for the players involved. so lutions may satisfy the bounThe people who begin officiating. dary conditions.
In the first, men and'women
for the latter two reasons often
be charged alike. Unforwill
They
referees.
become competent
this solution often leads.
/tunately,
number
a
played
have generally
of I M sports and understand

DavidSchaller '78- Chairman
Bob Wasserman'80 - Editor-in-Chief
Steven F. Frann '80 -Managing Editor

intramural sports: In past years,
there have tended to be problems
with individual players. abusing
officials for missed calls. For
some unexplainable reason,
however, this practice has increased astronomically this year.
As was previously stated in The
Tech (November 21, 1978),
"Michaels (intramural advisor

t

'illiN~~~-

all guests, would enter free of
charge. This would induce a
financial load which would cause
a dearth of parties.
There is, however, a third option. In..order to satisfy the financial requirements of the hosts and
hostesses, men will pay an admission fee in order to attend the
party. To retain parity, women
will also share in the costs of the

festivities. However, their donations will be collected upon their
exit.
The advantages to this are ob,-vious. It is clear that adoption of
this proposal will relax the atmosphere of the MIT social field,
In the future, further energy
should be devoted to more
polarizing problems,
Alan M. Presser G
November,,29, 1978 .
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Oher sideof ltheRat 1981 Pres. supportec
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:
(Continuedfrom.page4
It also stated that if they couldn'tcome to the meeting, they should
cast their votes by calling me or
Tom Chang, Sophomor e Class
Vice President. As I stated in The
Tech (the only corret quote, I
might add), I was very angry at
the use of my name and number
without my knowledge or approval.
When I arrived at Tuesday's
meeting, I was:confronted by
several angry sophomores. While
I understand their concern, I feel
that they were grievously misled
by the Lobby 7 poster. I was put
in the uncomfortable postion of
having to anounce that the committee had decided earlier that the
final vote would be taken by committee members 0 nly. The
meeting was never declared
closed, however, as was stated by
the Tech and Ms. -Ford in her
public letter of resignation.
At every stage in the process,
we tried to solicit class opinon.
We tried very hard to be objective
but every member, including Ms.
Ford, had his or her own opinion.
Each member was told to vote according to the results of his or her
survey. The vote was close (5-4),
so the company was told to begin
working on both designs until
further polling could be done.
Ms. Ford did not wait to see what
steps. had been taken- with the
company before she resigned and
submitted her letter and her drawings to The Tech. Ms. Ford's
drawings were inaccurate, as the

not arrive
dd .not
icur
actual pictures
arrive'
---- did
rl-,-from the company Until Friday
afternoon, after Ms. Ford's poll
in Lobby 7 had already been
taken.
I feel that the article in Friday's
issue of the Tech painted a very
bad picture of me. Contrary to
popular belief, I am not unreceptive to class input. The results of
the -Lobby 7 poll have-convinced
the--committee--to- abandon thetreedesignin favor-ofthe twigs. If
any'.member.-of::-the- Class of-' 1has any further-questions or constructive comments, feels free to
contact me.
Lori E. Ullmnan
President, Class of '81

I actual

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_
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.To the Editor:
I was appalled to read your
coverage of the Brass Rat 1981
controversy. I have been discussing the class ring with various
committee members for the past
several weeks, and I am certain
that nothing was "railroaded
through". Although I am personally in favor of the twigs option, lamn confidernt that when the
five committee' members voted in
. favor. of .:the. tree- design;. they
believed, based on surveys; they
they were being representative.
About the question of holding
a closed meeting Wednesday
night: is is necessary to hold such
.,

_

_

,

_,,

Sun - Sat
7 days until lain
'4 Brookline St. .354-8238
Central Square
Cambridge

_I ______

I__

LLBL

meetings so the committee
members can discuss and exchange ideas and findings without
the turbulence of a crowd of interested, enthusiastic constituents. The surveys served to
indicatte the general feeling of the
sophomore class; any person who
wanted to have input could easily
have talked with committee
members who would have
definitely brought up his or her
ideas and options in committee
discussions. I know that Tom
Chang mentioned to the committee an idea to replace the two men
found on the side of the ring with.
a difference design suggessted by
a single sophomore.
i

Corktails, Imported Liquor, Beer & Wine, Vegetarian Platters, Lamb
-.Specialties Luncheon..Special,-.Sandwiches, Snacks, Reasonable Prices,
Free Glass of Wine with this ad!
Take BOut, and Catering.

Academia offers the smallest conversational
language classes in Boston - only 3 to 6 people
per class. That means more contact with your instructor. Private instruction is available for intensive
language training. Travelling with a friend? Ask
about the "two for the price of one" private course.
Call 354-6110

mITolh

1%

.11

HARVARD SQUARE
MI.T. STUDENT CENTER

i

Give Classical for Christmas
Three classical record favorites performed by
the M.I.T. Symphony Orchestra on-Turnabout

even enjoy reffing ganmes like

No. 1 in D Major.

this."
If nothing is done vey soon
about this abuse of referees, we
could be approaching the demise
of one of Ameprica's finfest intramural programs. People
should make-an effort to not le

Tickets are on sale in the
lobby of building of
Building 7.
Admission is $1.00. M.I.T.
and Wellesley students
free.
Remember this great performance with a record
from the Coop, New
England's largest record
center.

John H. Lowel
-He

TRANSLATORS
FOREIGN
LANGUAGEs TYPISTS

-

--

r

The Ma.I.T. Symphony
Orchestra will be appearing at the Kresge
Auditorium December 9,
Saturday, at 8:30 P.M.
David Epstein, conductor,
and guest rnezzo soprano
Mary Sego will perform
Handel's suite from "The
Faithful Shepherd", the
first performance of
"Stone and Earth" by
Edward Cohen of M.I.T.
and Mahler's Symphony

--

ACADEMIA

Something Special isa gift fro

another set of referees had similar
difficulties with this team.
However, the most that will
probaly be done in reprimanding
this fraternity is that the IM Executive Cornmmittee will send them
a letter. big deal! They will
probably burn it.
In another instance, the captain
of a C-league basketball team,
after being ejected from his game,
told the two referees that if they
ever reffed for his team again,
they wouldn't walk.off the court
alive.
Behaviour.such as this is intolerable. Many competent officials are no longer willing to
referee. For many- people, IM officiating is no longer fun. As IM
basketball manager Steve
Aschkenase ' I said to me after a
particularly rough game, "I don't

AIt languages- Native and
into-English translators;
technical, legal, medical, etc.
and
state backgroundh
resources. Work at home,
on-call. P.O. '"Box 54,
Cambridge, MA 02138.

I

r

had a basketball game. This tiem,

-Z

We elected six officers to represent us, and now we seem to demand a direct vote on all the
detailed issues. I feel we should
have more faith in our elected
representatives and examine their
efforts before judging them as incompetent or nonrepresentative.
Lastly, from converstations
with Lori, Tom, John, and Glenn
(two from each' side of the controversy), it seems that The Tech
has misrepresented the facts to
make Lori appear a villain. She is
doing a good job; she does not
personally support either design
and has acted in what she thought
was.the best interest of our class.
Rob Firester '81

The smallest groups in town, in Spanish
-and many other languages.

-(Continuedfrom page 4)

this happen.

_I

Los Grupos mas pequenos en la ciudad.

out

space of a minute. After a warning.to the team that further conduct of this sort would result in
forfeiture of the game play was
resumed. About two minutes
later, a player from this team
who had been ejected fromthe
game, came off. the bench and
tackled the player from the opposing team who was in control
of the ball. About one week later,
this fraternity's B-league team

__

-

MIDDLE
EAST
RESTAURANT. -

IM Official

speakss-

Ace~~~~~~

_
__ _ __
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only

Aaron Copland & Samuel Barber
Turnabout 2.97
Piano Concertos

Ernest Bloch: Suite for Viola &
Orchestra, etc.
2.97
Turnabout '
a

. Aaron Copland & Walter Piston
2.97
.
Turnabout

--

--

-

-
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Blue Valentine: Wait-s for-sele t feiw

paving tthe cut with saccharine sludge.
By Claudia Perry
Blue Valentine, by Tom Waits. Asylum -Originall ly from West Side Story, this song
GE162.
is sentin: mental enough.; the treatment it
Tom Waits' albums have long been receives makes it ludicrous.
known for their simple arangements and
Waits' 'own compositions fare much betrecording techniques. His last release,
ter. Dep >arting from his usual spare apForeign Affair, was probably his best ef- proach tl ;he arrangements are jazzy without
fort; combining Waits' humor and being deerivative. "29.00", the-tune that
melodrama with exemplary music.
closes tht efirst side" lopes along, reeling out
Blue Valentine, Waits' latest effort, is a phrases Ithat are deceptively simple.
pleasing if somewhat uneven disc. The lush
Althouugh the music on Blue Valentine is
arrangements overpower Waits' moody excellent L,Waits' lyrics are the main attracverse in a few cases. This is particularly evi- tich. "R( omeo Is Bleeding," a song of a dydent in "Somewhere", the song that opens
ing gan ig, leader and his underlings,
the album.Strings are recklessly employed describes s a scene that only Waits could

E

growls this steamy ballad of teenage
temptresses. The effect is delightfully
coarse, which provides an interesting contrast to the preceding "Kentucky Avenue."
Even with the changes in Waits' singing
and music, his outlook is still gloomy.
"Christmas Card from a Hooker in Minneapolis" tells of just that. It opens with
the narrator relating all the improvements
in her life to an old lover. By the end of the
song she breaks down and tells the truth:
her life is squalid.,
Waits isn't usually as subtle as he is in
"Hooker." Somehow his fecund images are
appropriate for the scenes of street life he
recreates. The impact of his words is immediate.
In some instances Blue Valentine seems
calculated to garner fans for Waits who orThough many of the episodes are violent,
dinarily wouldn't give him a thought. It is
they are fascinating as well. The movie
maintains enough suspense to keep it in, more accessible then' most of his work but
teresting and even blends in some comic this will not increase his album sales ape
relief. All this coupled with its big ad cam- preciably. Asylum Records is letting artists
paign, King cxould become a high-grossing like Linda Ronstadt pay the bills while usfilm. Paramount is gambling, though, that ing Waits to maintain Asylum's image as a
Eric Roberts can make this movie as big a .company committed to esoteric performers
success as Saturday Night fever, which is like him. Blue Valentine should make
Asylum and Tom Waits proud.
quite a task.
dramatise properly. His repetition of certain phrases and wrenched pronunciation
gives his lyrics a potency that few others
can achieve.
Through Waits' attack has made a unique performer, he has become more
polished since his early albums. Never
noted for his singing ability, there are a few
instances on Blue Valentine when he comes
close to carrying a tune. On "Kentucky
Avenue," Waits solos on piano and
manages to achieve a subtle interpretation.
"A Sweet Little Bullet from a Baby Blue
Gun," the penultimate cut on the second
side, is close to the old Waits. He nearly

King of Gypsies - Brooke Shields returns
Q*King of the GypsiesbstarringSterling

tieir dat ughter~ to marry Groffo. So the

Hayden, Shelly Winters and Eric Roberts;
directed by Frank Pierson. Opelting
December 20 at the Sack Beacon Hill.

King takt ,esher while no one'slooking, and
escapes iin a wild car chase. Much later,
Dave hassto steal his sister Tita away in the
same ma nner when Groffo sells her into
marriage with in Tita's words a "really
gross" ki id.
Anotheer pair of episodes involve car accidents. / As a young boy, Dave was forced
to drive aa car by his drunken father; after
many neaar misses, he crashed into another
car. This ;foreshadows the day when Dave
excapes bby car with Tita (Brooke Shields)'
Groffo ddrives after them resulting in a
tragic carr accident.
Finally hthere are the scenes in which
Dave is hunted by his father. But the tables
turn, andd Dave eventually becomes the

By Bruce Nawrocki
Paramount's big advertising campaign
for King of the Gypsies is in full swing, getting audiences-primed for its arrival just
before Christmas. The movie bills itself as
"the first film to deal realistically with
these mysterious people, the gypsies." This
doesn't sound particularly appealing, but
the film didn't change my concepts of
gypsy life; it just moved gypsies into NewYork and New Jersey. It is a very moving
story that strangely fuses elements from

The Godfather and Saturday Night Fever.

Suggested by Peter Maas' book of the
same name, the film stars Travolta lookalike Eric Roberts as Dave, a young man
-whose grandfather is "King-of the Gypsics". Due to the events of his childhood,
Dave doesn't want to have anythinbg to do
with the gypsies. So he runs away from his
crazed alchoholic father, Groffo (Judd
Hirsch) and his fortune-telling mother
Rose (Susan Sarandon), who used to make
him swallow diamonds in jewelry stores
and would retrieve them later.
.
...
Davesis grandfather the King is dying;
he wants to give Dave the medallion which
carries with it the title of King. This should
rightly go to Dave's father, but the King
dislikes his drunken son too much 'to let
him have it. So Groffo, insanely jealous,
hires some thugs to kill Dave and the chase
is on.
Although the filhm strains credulity at
times and so in the end is no particularly
true-to-life the plot is very well-balanced.
Everything happens in pairs. At the very
beginning Dave narrates the story of how
his mother Rose was sold into marriage
with his father, in the gypsy tradition.
Rose's parents decided not to give the King

hunter.
This is a very emotional, action-packed
film: The mood vacillates between:joyous,
light-hear rted celebrations, with plenty of
gypsy r music, to scenes of great
malevol lence. The comi-c portions
ludicrousl!y contain a gypsy in a grey suit.
dancing t by himself in a corner of the picture. In faict, this is the last thing one sees in
the film, so he then becomes a symbol
probably of the stupid stubborness of gyps
sies.
All the starring roles are well-portrayed,
with Ericc Roberts and Susan Sarandon
both doinig a fine job. Shelly Winters as the
Queen, tthough is completely wasted,
reduced to moaning and hysterical offscreen balbbling.
The fil Im shows gypsies as having-'high
moral co4)des. Unfortunately, these' codes
are alwayis being broken by someone. For
example, one of their traditions is to drop
cash andI valuables into a dead gypsy's
grave, buw
t one joker throws in a check.
. one or two irritating loose
There are
ends, butt generally screenwriter-director
Frank Pie~rson has done an admirable job.
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The MIT Concert Band,celebrates its 3Oth .anniversary ,this year. Also featured
>was- a suite"from a movie -made about- campus life. in 1956 entitled The Social
Beaver. (Photo by John Borland)
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AROUND MIT

MIT Jazz Band, Friday 8:30 pm in
Kresge. Tickets available free this week in

To
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brothers produced such favorites as
Superman, and BeetyBoop. The
Popeye,
J:
Lobby 10.
eleven cartoons will playing December 13I The MIT Symphony performs',their se19; for information call 547-5255 after
cond concert ofthe term Saturday: 8:30 pan 2pm.
ifin Kresge. The program features Mahler's
Enter the Dragon (BruceLee), the MidSymphony No. I and the premiere of a song
Nite Movie, Sat.,,Sala de Puerto Rico.
( cycle by Music Section lecturer Edward
( Cohen. Free tickets available in Lobby- I0.
The Handel and Haydn Society's annual
returns to Boston Friday,Dec. 8,
Messiah
From Russia With Love Fri.,. 7 &
Dec. 10. The society's 150Sunday,
and
9:30pm, 26-100.
Smiles of A Summer Night (Classic) year tradition features a differnt version
each year and is usually the best of the
Fri., 7§:0pm, 10-250.
plethora of yuletide performances of
PlayIt Again, Sam Sat., 7 &9:30pm,26Handel's choral masterpiece. For infocall
I00.
266-3605.
Casablanca Sun., 6:30 & 9pm, 10-250.
Harvard University Band SundayDec..I0
The cartoons of Dave and Max Fleishcer
at 2:30pm For further informationcall495Oberts) re!:ucantly accepts theleadership role thrust upon him in King of the make a one-week appearance at Off the
2000.
Wall. Between 1927 and 1943 the Fleischer
L
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no 'A' league this year, but this
shouldn't be that surprising to
those who have followed iM
hockey for the last few years. At
one time, 'A' league-hockey was
composed of mostly living
groups. The names which come to
mind as the hockey powers of the
past are living groups - Theta
Chi, and Lambda Chi -Alpha to
name two.

I talked to Dean Novelli '81,
IM hockey manager, about what
he saw as possible solutions to
this year's problem. Novelli
agreed that this year was a
problem. Specifically he said that
"It's unfortunate that two good
teams can't play because; they
don't have a league." However,

he didn't see an easy solution.
While concurring that separate
living group and independent
divisions in 'A' league, he said
that he couldn't see having
enough teams to make -that plan
feasible in the near future.

However, even as long as three
years ago, the trend was changing.,That year Fiji/Baker
defeated LCA' for the championship.It was a victory for the
large team. In addition to Fiji and
Baker, people, the team had
skaters fromn East Campus and
most importantly; a superb goalie
from Burton, Dave August '76.
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By Gordon R. Haff
IM hockey this year witnessed
the continuation of a trend which
has been affecting that sport for
the past several seasons. There is

I
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Production Services Corp., an engineering
consulting firm in Waltham, MA will recruit
at MIT on Friday, December 8th. A small
but rapidly growing company, we specialize
in automatic testing and seek individuals
with digital hardware knowledge for full
time or part time employment.
We are composed mainly of MIT
engineers and offer you an excellent opportunity to learn and grow. Contact
Career Planning and Placement Office,
Room 12-170. Call x3-4733 to sign up for an
interview.

no serious 'mechanical problems
related to-the aging rink. Despite
relatively warm weather, the ice
opend barely behind schedule in
contrast to last year's numerous

difficulties.
The problem with 'A' league
hockey is not onw with an easy
solution. NOvelli may very well
be right about insufficient teams
existing to form independent and
living group divisions of 'A'

league. However, if there is IM
hockey next year, the separate
divisions is a -possibliity which
should be seriously looked into
well in advance.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOO0**
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The trend continued. Last year
the only living group entry in 'A'

leagtue was an SAE-Fiji conglomerate. All the ·other entries
were "department teams."
However, the squads like
Mechanical Engineering and
Metallurgy in fact drew from all
over campus.
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At least, referees don't appear

to be a difficulty with hockey this
year. Although the numbers are
fewer than in previous years,
Novelli is very pleased with the
quality. For that matter, he said
that his biggest problem was having to pay people less than they
were worth, since almost all the
refs are experienced yet he can't
pay everyone at the top rate.

.

(b6rmg your colegm I-DS for &liscvni unnt°4 er.9rh)
women - Latnz, ZJoV MIyer;e3redetridgeModern Junor

This year, only two teams
'portswear/Svuts/Dressesqstegkhtgcns
signed up to play 'A' league Metalllurgy and Mechanical
en - Sport-swear/HarT'r'sT wcdc/l100g cotton
engineering, and as a result the
top league was cancelled. Metallurgy-'and Mechanical EngineerVisiq
tt
vs at so -ak Dvnseter st.,
Ca:
ing will probably set-up some
kind: of schedule between each
The opewning of this hockey
517-6 53
Master CiNarge
other and the Junior Varsity.
season"--has
also
been
blessed
with
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CompnluChoss
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COMPUCHESS I

MatchLng Labeled Magnetic
FoldMsg Chess SetL

"1,~"

R

e,

CompuChess I is a, microprocessor based chess
opponent with six (6) selectable intelligence
levels, randomized strategy programmable problem capability, automatic or selectable pawn

a·'*l

a.,:,!:

·,:: ,.

'.

promotion, castling and en-passant; Le'vels 1

vthrough 4 are for practical game playing; while
· V~ ?0.~.
;;i~i~ WLevels
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5 and 6 are for programmed problems like
The display and keyboard are
'
Mate-in-Two.
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v ~ strongly user-oriented for finding, deleting or ad-
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ding pieces for handicap chess or alternate
hhess-like game96R
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The Second Edition is a multiple game Chess
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opponent capable of six (6) levels of intelligence,
randomized strategy, programmable capability,
automatic or selectable Pawn promotion, castling and en-passant. Level 6 is designed for probiem solving, white Levels t through 5 are for practical game-playing. The display and keyboard are
strongly user-oriented for finding, deleting or addiing pieces easily. Keyboard 'selections permit
playing standard. Chess, The Game of Knights,
-Chiess with an' Amazon Queen and the game of
$SURVIVAL. These additional features offer new
challenges to the-Chess enthusiast, plus they can
test the masters.d2
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direct
:Mail to:
ORDER FORM - ·a Factory
I
Most shioments are same dav
CompuChess
Please send:
.
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.1
P.O. Box 65
CompuChess I units
MC-: "- '
LLargo, Florida 33540
- CompuChess SECOND EDITION units
Matching, Magnetic Folding Chess Set
ShiDoinR S3.00 each unit
Florida residents add 4% sales tax
State .
-_
Total
For quick delivery order by phone:
Zip
.
Area code 81.3 -585-3850
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Hockey wins first
By Lou Odette
MIT opened the 78-79 hockey
season Thursday night with a 4-3
victory over Tufts at Briggs
Arena. A new coach and some
new talent has recently resulted in
a dramatic improvement in the
Tufts brand of hockey. Last year,
after losing an earlier game 6-2,
the Jumbos came back to defeat
MIT 5-2 in a game delayed by
several brawls.
Thursday night's game, while
quieter than the last meeting
between these two teams,
provided a lot more excitement
for the crowd as no team was ever
ahead by more than one goal. At

vasntage of a rebound to put MIT
ahead 1-0. Tufts answered with a
goal forty seconds later and added another at the ten minute
mark to give them a 2-1 lead at
the end of one period.
In the middle of the second
period, Dick Meisner '80 broke in
on the left wing and powered a
shot through the goaltender's
pads to even the score, and Dave
Tohir '79 put MIT ahead with
just three minutes left in the
period.
Tufts came back hard in -the
third period, scoring at 12:06, but
Andy Hudson '80 got the gamewinning goal on the next shift

hust over four minutes into the

with an assist from defenseman

game, Rick Bryant '79 took ad-

Matt Nevill G.
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TraI k looks .strong
By Lew Bender
The varsity team began practice
November Ist, with a good indication of a strong season ahead.
The team, with the addition of a
new assistant coach the return of
over two dozen varsity letter winners, and a large number of
tfreshmen with high potential, is
loaded with both talent and
depth.
Head coach Gordon Kelly will
be assisted this season by three
other highly qualified coaches,
Chris Lan, Dave Wilson, and
Greg Hunter. Lane will be working with the middle distance runners, Wilson will be coaching the
jumping events (primarily the
pole vault), and Hunter, the
newest member of the coaching
staff, will be working with the
weight events. The coaches are all
excellent track athletes, and will
coach by demonstrating their
talents to the team.
The team has depth in every
event. Leading the runners are the
co-captains, Barry Bayus and Jim
Dunlay. In the distance events
(mile and two mile) Bayus will be
running with returning varsity
men Walter Sargent, Dave
Westenberg, Lenny Nasser, and
Stan Silver.
The jumping events are the
high jump, longjump, triple jump
and pole vbault. The high
jumpers anre Jason Tong, Max
Klein, and school record holder

good mixture of experience,
talent, and depth. The schedule is
tough but the team is expected to
be successful.
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This Christmas vacation:

l Hanq aeudthehouse.

,

l

rowds on ski slopes.l
Fiqht
dGo
toEuropeI
!O

$260 roundtrip. Reserved

seats. No standing in fine.

Take advantage of NationalAirlines' new "inter-National" fare from NewYorkto Amsterdam this vacation:
This is not a stand-by fare. It's on a regularly scheduled National Airlines nonstop transatlantic flight. Its a
guaranteed reserved roundtrip seat with inflight meal service. It on a big, beautiful National wide-cabin DC-10Ojet.
So why hang around the house when you can hang around the mellow "brown cafes"? Why fight crowds
on the ski slopes when you can fight your way into the Paridiso or Voom, Voom, two of the wildest discos
east of Studio 547 Come with us to Amsterdam. its oneof the most student-oer ented cities in Europe; it%where
English is everybody's second larnguage.
National's "inter-National" fare is good on a substantial, but limited,number of seats on every National
NewYork to Amsterdam flight starting December 13. Just pay for your tickets when you make your reservations.
(There is a $3 federal departure tax, and $50 is non-refundable ifyou change or cancel reservations.
Fare subject to change without notice.) See yourTravel: Agent now or call us at 1-8q0-327-2306.
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Klein, will join Kevin Wade and
Paul Mfahoney in the longjump.
Wade, Tong, and Mahoney will
all share the triple jumping
duties., Pole vaulting this season
are returning varsity men Ed
Ingenito, Lew Bender and Mick
Piazza. Three freshmen, Mike
Dewitt, Rodney Robertson, and
Je Siniko will also be vaulting.
The single hurdling event, the 50
yard high hurdles will feature
Turlo, Klein, and freshman
-Frank Dumond.
The Beaver track team is a
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WANTED: Responsible person to drive
car from Cambridge to San Diego around
Dec. 15. Call 661-0070.
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Help Wanted
Part tinme electronics technician capable
of constructing circuit prototypes.
Desikgn experience with 'Audid/digitai/musical instruments/synthesizers a plus.
John 536-9494
Lost
Jewish Star and Chain. If found please
call x9628. Reward will be given.
TM Nationtu Airlines
B1elmont
Hill - unfurnished Colonial.
excellent condition, quiet street. four
bedrooms. 2" baths, fireplace'livingroom.
diningroomn. den. dishwasher/disposal.
wall-to-wall rugs. 2-car garage. brick
p:atio;, screened porch, landscaped.
$875/rmonth. 'Owner 484-7168- ofr 722-
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